We have analysed the Ny-Ålesund very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) data over the period 1994 August to 2004 May, and we obtain secular displacement rates relative to a NNR-NUVEL-1A reference frame of 0.2 ± 0.5 mm yr −1 , −1.7 ± 0.5 mm yr −1 and 4.8 ± 1.1 mm yr −1 for the north, east and vertical directions, respectively. The corresponding global positioning system (GPS) station displacement rates relative to the same reference frame for the north, east, and vertical directions are 0.2 ± 0.6 mm yr −1 , −2.3 ± 0.6 mm yr −1 , and 6.4 ± 1.5 mm yr −1 at NYA1 and -−0.1 ± 0.5 mm yr −1 , −1.6 ± 0.5 mm yr −1 , and 6.9 ± 0.9 mm yr −1 at NALL, where these GPS rates were derived from the ITRF2000 velocity solution of Heflin. From the comparison at 25 globally distributed collocated sites, we found that the difference in uplift rate between VLBI and GPS at Ny-Ålesund is mainly due to a GPS reference frame scale rate error corresponding to 1.6 mm yr −1 in the GPS vertical rates. The uplift rate was estimated to be 5.2 ± 0.3 mm yr −1 from the analysis of the tide gauge data at Ny-Ålesund. Hence the uplift rates obtained from three different kinds of data are very consistent each other. The absolute gravity (AG) measurements at Ny-Ålesund, which were carried out four times (period: 1998-2002) by three different FG5 absolute gravimeters, lead to a decreasing secular rate of −2.5 ± 0.9 μGal yr −1 (1 μGal = 10 −8 m s −2 ). In this analysis, the actual data obtained from a superconducting gravimeter at Ny-Ålesund were used in the corrections for the gravity tide (including the ocean tide effect) and for the air pressure effect. We have estimated three geophysical contributions to examine the observed rates: (1) the effect of the sea-level (SL) change on a timescale of a few decades, (2) the effect of the present-day ice melting (PDIM) in Svalbard and (3) the sensitivity of the computed post-glacial rebound (PGR) effects to different choices of the models of past ice history and Earth's viscosity parameters. Our analysis indicates that the effect of SL change can be neglected as the main source of the discrepancy. On the other hand, the effect of PDIM cannot be ignored in explaining the mutual relation between the observed horizontal and vertical rates and the predicted ones. A large melting rate of the order of −75 cm yr 11 (i.e. roughly 1.6 times larger than the mean rate derived from glaciology over Svalbard) would explain the observed uplift but only half of the gravity changes. Our comparison results clearly point out the importance of both the estimation accuracy of the elastic deformations and better observation accuracy to constrain the size of PGR effects in the northwestern Svalbard more tightly.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
It is known that northern Europe and the Arctic region have experienced crustal deformation due to the effect of post-glacial rebound (PGR), which is the response of the Earth to the mass redistributions associated with the glacial cycles in the Late Pleistocene. In the study of PGR, the observed secular rates at Ny-Ålesund, Svalbard should give us a useful constraint for the geophysical processes related to PGR, because of the unique capabilities of the high-latitude observation station at Ny-Ålesund (i.e. 79 • N in latitude) where several kinds of space geodetic observations are collocated (Plag 1999) . In addition to displacement measurements, episodic absolute gravity (AG) measurements have been conducted at Ny-Ålesund since 1998 by several institutes in Europe with FG5 absolute gravimeters. Temporal gravity changes are driven in two ways: that is, the vertical crustal motion and the redistribution of the mass above and/or within the Earth. Thus the gravity measurements offer an independent control for the secular height changes deduced from space-geodetic measurements. Moreover, since 1999 September, the Norwegian Mapping Authority (NMA) and the National Astronomical Observatory, Japan have conducted continuous gravity observations with a superconducting gravimeter (SG) under the framework of GGP (Global Geodynamics Project, Crossley et al. 1999 ). The SG data will give us reliable corrections for the AG measurements.
As will be shown later, the observed uplift rates are about two times larger than many of the proposed model results for the PGR effect, which predict that the crust in the vicinity of Ny-Ålesund is uplifting at a rate of no more than 2-3 mm yr −1 (for example, Lambeck 1995; Kaufmann & Wolf 1996; Kaufmann & Wu 1998; Scherneck et al. 2002) . Usually, it is difficult to separate the uplift rate due to the long-term viscous response of the Earth by only using displacement observations or gravity observations, because the two effects (the elastic and viscous deformations) are mixed in the observed data. Related to this problem, Wahr et al. (1995) demonstrated a method to separate the viscous contribution from the observed data by collocating the position and gravity measurements. Therefore, by combining the observed data from global positioning system (GPS) and/or VLBI and AG, we have an opportunity to discuss the elastic and viscous problems separately .
In order to be able to discuss PGR more thoroughly, it is important to increase the accuracy of computation of the elastic effects. Among the elastic effects, we considered here the effects of sea-level (SL) changes and present-day ice melting (PDIM). Radio echo-sounding data indicate that the mean thickness averaged over all major glaciers of Svalbard is close to 200 m (Macheret et al. 1985) . Our preliminary computation using a simple glacier model, which uniformly covers Svalbard with a 200-m-thickness layer, suggests that the PDIM effect is about 2.3 mm yr −1 for the uplift of the ground and −0.4 μGal yr −1 for the gravity change when the glacier is melting at a rate of about 50 cm yr −1 . As will be shown later, these effects cannot be ignored in the comparison with the observations. This paper consists of two parts. The first is a discussion of the observed displacement and gravity rates at Ny-Ålesund and the second is on the model computations and the comparison between the observations and the models. Related to the PGR effect, we will also discuss the regional displacement rate in the Kings Bay area based on two data sets. One is the tide gauge data at Ny-Ålesund and the other one is the data from the GPS campaigns that NMA has carried out in the Kings Bay area (Bockmann et al. 2002) . Finally, we will discuss the sensitivity of the computed PGR effects to the proposed ice models and the combination of Earth's viscous parameters that are optimal in explaining the mutual relation among the observed vertical and horizontal displacement rates and the gravity rate. For the sign convention, we use here a positive sign for the northward, eastward and upward displacements and the increase of gravity (i.e. increase of the downward force). Fig. 1 shows the location of Ny-Ålesund together with the observation facilities related to this paper.
DATA ANALYSIS

Displacement rates
Rates obtained from continuous VLBI and GPS measurements
NMA regularly monitors the position of Ny-Ålesund with collocated VLBI and GPS stations that participate in the determination of the ITRF system (International Terrestrial Reference Frame, Altamimi et al. 2002) . For VLBI, we performed a terrestrial reference frame solution using all VLBI observations from the period of 1979-2004. The paper by Ma et al. (1990) describes the VLBI leastsquares estimation program (SOLVE) that was used for the analysis. For the theoretical models, we followed the IERS 1996 Convention (McCarthy 1996 . In this type of solution, station positions, station velocities and radio source positions are estimated from all the data. Here, the station positions and velocities were aligned to ITRF2000 (Altamimi et al. 2002) via no net translation and rotation constraints on the positions and velocities of the 12 most frequently observed globally distributed VLBI rigid plate sites. Only the horizontal adjustments were constrained in the translation constraint. Similarly, radio source positions were aligned to a priori ICRF (International Celestial Reference Frame) positions with a no net rotation constraint. In this solution, there were 448 VLBI observing days at Ny-Ålesund over the period 1994 August to 2004 May. For comparisons between observed geodetic rates and model displacement rates at Ny-Ålesund, we want the velocity of Ny-Ålesund relative to the rigid European plate. To approximate this, we performed another solution with the velocities estimated relative to the NNR-NUVEL-1A plate model (De Mets et al. 1994) velocities of the 12 sites at rigid plate locations. The velocities from these solutions are shown in Table 1 .
For GPS, we used the velocities from the standard operational GPS solution made by NASA JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) using the data obtained from the global world wide GPS networks (Heflin 2004) . In the standard JPL solution, the positions are transformed to the ITRF2000 reference frame each day by applying a sevenparameter Helmert transformation, where the seven parameters are the three components of the geocentre vector offset, three rotation parameters and a reference frame scale parameter (Heflin, personal communication, 2004) . For Ny-Ålesund, we used the velocities of the two continuously observing GPS receivers, that is, NALL and NYA1 (see Fig. 1 ). NYA1 is located on the same pier with the SG and NALL is located 6.5 m away from NYA1 horizontally. The JPL GPS solution includes the observations from 1998 March to 2004 February at NYA1 and from 1991 January to 2004 February at NALL. To obtain the horizontal velocities in the NNR-NUVEL-1A frame, we determined a six-parameter (translation plus rotation) transformation between the GPS velocities and the NNR-NUVEL-1A velocities using a reference set of 39 sites on rigid plates. This was a subset of the GPS sites used by Altamimi et al. (2002) in the definition of ITRF2000. Sites with horizontal velocity residuals (relative to NUVEL1A-NNR) greater than 4 mm yr −1 were removed from the list of reference sites.
In both the ITRF2000 and NNR-NUVEL-1A frames, comparison of the GPS and VLBI horizontal velocities shows that they agree within their formal uncertainties. However, usually, the formal uncertainties taken directly from the analysis solutions are unrealistically small, since they are dominated by the effect of 1/ √ N where 14.6 (0.6) 10.0 (0.6) 6.6 (1.5) 13.8 10.7 6.4 GPS (NALL) 14.2 (0.5) 10.7 (0.5) 7.0 (0.9) 13.5 11.4 6.9 NUVEL1A-NNR 13.6 13.0 -N is the number of observing days. To account for this, we have for simplicity used the method of Argus & Gordon (1996) that adds an upper bound error term x/T in quadrature to the horizontal formal uncertainties, where T is the observing period in years. In the analysis of North American VLBI velocities located in the most stable part of the plate, we found that x = 3 mm was required to be statistically consistent with plate rigidity. Since for most sites, vertical formal uncertainties are about 3 times as large as that of the horizontal components, we used x = 9 mm here for the vertical uncertainty correction. Tests that we have done in which the set of reference sites was modified to determine the effect on estimated velocities led to a level of reference frame rms uncertainty of 0.3-0.4 mm yr −1 in the vertical, east, and north components. Based on this, we added 0.4 mm yr −1 in quadrature to the horizontal uncertainties for both the VLBI and GPS velocities to account for reference frame error. The errors shown in Table 1 were obtained in this way.
Reference frame scale rate error in GPS
As shown in Table 1 , while two different techniques (VLBI and GPS) give consistent rates for the horizontal components, the vertical rates obtained from the GPS measurements are larger than that from VLBI by 1.6 mm yr −1 to 2.1 mm yr −1 . Compared with the observation errors, this difference is significant. Related to this, we point out that Steinforth et al. (2003) examined the stability of the geodetic reference point of the VLBI antenna by comparing the results of two local survey campaigns carried out in 2000 and 2002 with a trigonometric method. They found that the geodetic reference point of the VLBI antenna itself was stable over the 2 yr period to within −0.3 ± 0.6 mm, −0.8 ± 0.3 mm, 0.0 ± 0.8 mm in the vertical, EW, and NS directions, respectively (see their Table 2 ). We have investigated the possibility that the origin of this discrepancy is a rate difference between the VLBI and GPS reference frame scales (MacMillan 2004) . In other words, if we measure the vector r between any two points at time t, there will be a difference in the coordinate measurements in the two frames that scales as α (t)r for all r. The scale rate of change is just the linear rate of change of the parameter α (t). A scale rate difference could arise from modelling errors or differences between the models used in the GPS and VLBI analyses. VLBI is capable of accurately determining scale because of its tie to the extragalactic radio reference positions. Because of this, the ITRF2000 scale is mainly determined by VLBI and SLR (Satellite Laser Ranging) (Altamimi et al. 2002) .
We considered a set of 25 collocated global GPS and VLBI sites. The vertical GPS rates at 21 of these sites are greater than the corresponding VLBI rates. Performing a seven-parameter transformation between the GPS and VLBI velocities at these collocated sites yielded a scale rate difference of 0.19 ± 0.01 ppb yr −1 . To avoid rotation and translation dependences and sensitivities to reference site global distribution, we also examined the baseline length rates from the two techniques. Baseline length series were computed using the same VLBI and GPS epochs. We found that the GPS baseline length rates were greater than the corresponding VLBI baseline length rates by an average of 0.25 ± 0.01 ppb yr −1 . Multiplying by the Earth's radius gives a systematic vertical rate difference of 1.6 mm yr −1 . This vertical rate difference is close to the difference between the observed VLBI and GPS vertical rates at Ny-Ålesund shown in Table 1 .
Rate from the GPS campaign measurements
Since 1998, NMA has carried out GPS campaign measurements in the Kings Bay area Bockmann et al. (2002) . The total area covered with the campaigns is 50 by 30 km around Ny-Ålesund. Nine monuments including the permanent GPS sites of NALL and NYA1 are set in the area shown in Fig. 1(b) . Bockmann et al. (2002) recompiled the campaign data by adding the new data set and analysing them with an improved data processing method.
To obtain an idea of the regional displacement rates in the Kings Bay area, if we take the weighted mean over the nine monuments with their observation errors as weights, then we obtain 14.6 ± 0.3 mm yr −1 , 10.2 ± 0.4 mm yr −1 and 6.6 ± 1.0 mm yr −1 for the NS, EW and vertical components, respectively. Comparing rates in Table 1 , it is noticeable that the regional mean uplift rate is close to the vertical rate obtained from the continuous GPS observation at Ny-Ålesund discussed above, while the horizontal displacement rates are consistent with the continuous observations at Ny-Ålesund from VLBI and GPS.
Rate from the tide gauge data
Another data source that we can use to see the vertical rate at Ny-Ålesund is the tide gauge data. In general, tide gauges measure SL changes relative to a benchmark fixed to the ground, thus they measure the changes in the difference between the geocentric sea level (GSL) and the geocentric height of the benchmark. Therefore, the vertical crustal motion may be represented by the difference-(SL − GSL). Ideally, GSL represents the global SL change due to the change in the ocean mass, and it should be subtracted from the tide gauge data to remove the effect of local crustal motion. Douglas (1997) estimated the magnitude of GSL change using a large number of tide gauge data in the world and correcting for the PGR effect based on the ICE-3G model (Tushingham & Peltier 1991) , and he obtained a rate between 1.8 mm yr −1 and 1.9 mm yr −1 . The error is estimated to be of the order of ±0.1 mm yr −1 . Lambeck et al. (1998) , who analysed many tide gauges around Fennoscandia, gave 1.1 ± 0.2 mm yr −1 as an averaged value for the eustatic SL rise for the past century, which is slightly lower than the value from Douglas (1997).
As will be described in Section 2.4, our analysis results for the tide gauge data indicate that the secular rate of SL changes at Ny-Ålesund is of the order of −3.5 ± 0.3 mm yr −1 (see Table 3 ). If we tentatively assume 1.7 ± 0.2 mm yr −1 (i.e. the weighted mean of 1.9 mm yr −1 and 1.1 mm yr −1 ) as the rate of the GSL change, then we obtain a rate of 5.2 ± 0.3 mm yr −1 for the uplift rate at Ny-Ålesund. We see that the tide gauge gives a similar rate to the one obtained from VLBI (i.e. 4.8 mm yr −1 ) rather than the GPS observations including the GPS campaigns. However, the three independent observation techniques give a consistent uplift rate of about 5 mm yr −1 , if we correct the GPS observed rates for the scale rate error of 1.6 mm yr −1 .
Gravity rate
Data analysis
During the 5 yr period of 1998-2002, AG measurements have been undertaken four times at the same observation pier of the SG. All AG observations were performed with FG5 absolute gravimeters, though three different instruments were used. The observations were carried out at the same position on the observation pier and always in the summer season. Each observation was more than 1 week in length and the data were processed using the 'g' software developed by Micro-g and the final gravity values were evaluated by applying the same geophysical correction parameters obtained from the actual observations.
Four geophysical corrections were applied:
(i) the vertical gravity gradient, (ii) the polar motion, (iii) the tides including the effect of ocean tide and (iv) the atmospheric pressure changes.
The first one is needed to reduce the gravity values to the same height of the observation pier. For this, we used −0.3594 μGal mm −1 , which is the mean of the gravity gradient measurements taken in 1998 (−0.3617 ± 0.003 μGal mm −1 ) and in 2000 (−0.3570 ± 0.003 μGal mm −1 ). The polar motion effect was estimated using the formulation of Wahr (1985) and a nominal value for the gravimetric factor, that is, 1.16. The polar motion data were taken from the daily values available at the International Earth Rotation Service (IERS).
While the oceanic tide effect at Ny-Alesund is as large as 1.4 times the body tide effect especially in the semi-diurnal frequencies (Sato et al. 2003) , it change substantially as a function of the distance from the coast . Therefore, we used the actual gravity tides obtained from the SG data for this correction, from the analysis of 3 yr (1999 September-2002 August) of data. For the Sa (annual) and Ssa (semi-annual) waves, we corrected their effects by simply assuming the values of 1.16 and 0.0 degree as the gravimetric δ-factor and phase, because the errors for these waves are still large. By using a tidal analysis code 'BAYTAP-G' (Tamura et al. 1991) , the tidal parameters were determined simultaneously with the admittance of the gravity data to the local air pressure changes. The admittances obtained from successively yearly analysis change in amplitude within a range between −0.32 and −0.45 μGal hPa −1 . We adopted here a value −0.417 ± 0.004 μGal hPa −1 , which was derived from the analysis for the 3 yr of data. Table 2 shows the results for the AG measurements with their 1-σ formal errors. The observations in 2000 show a large error of ±6.1 μGal. This is related to the fact that the instrument superspring was malfunctioning during that period in addition to bad weather conditions during the observation. A similar but much more serious accident occurred in 2002 during the transportation of the absolute gravimeter from Greenland to Svalbard. At that time, the string fixing the superspring to the frame was repaired temporarily. Despite this temporary repair, the observation error in 2002 is not larger compared with those in other years thanks to good weather conditions.
Error estimation
We have investigated the sensitivity of the correction parameters by using different model parameters in the data processing. For example, for the tide that is the largest correction in our case, we find that if instead of using the observed tidal parameters determined from the actual SG data, a nominal earth tide and ocean loading model is used, the mean value of gravity can differ by up to 1 μGal. Moreover, we have also confirmed that, compared with the results obtained using the default tide and pressure admittance value (i.e. −0.3 μGal hPa −1 ) installed in the data processing package of Microg, the standard error of the estimated AG value has been improved by about 150 per cent (from ±0.2 μGal to ±0.14 μGal) by using the observed parameters for the tide and air pressure changes. This revision in the error clearly indicates the advantage of using the tide and air pressure corrections based on the actual measurements at the observation site. We have also tested the sensitivity to the gravity gradient, and we found that changing the gradient by 0.04 μGal cm −1 (the difference between the 1998 and 2000 determinations) can change the mean value of gravity by 0.2 μGal.
From the tests mentioned above, the systematic error in our analysis for the AG data due to the error of the corrections is of the order of ±0.3 (= 0.14+0.2) μGal. Compared with the observation errors shown in Table 2 obtained from the AG data analysis, this error is small enough. However, similarly to the case of the analysis of displacement data, in general the 1-σ formal error usually underestimates the true uncertainty, because it ignores a systematic error mainly due to an offset between the instruments (e.g. Francis et al. 1999) . For example, according to the results of an intercomparison measurement campaign conducted at the BIPM in Sevres, Paris, France with seven different FG5 gravimeters (Robertsson et al. 2001) , the FG5 determinations of gravity have a rms error of approximately 2 μGal. This means that observing gravity changes in Ny-Ålesund with different FG5s may introduce an uncertainty at this level to each observation. If we add 2 μGal in quadrature to all the formal errors determined in the data processing and we fit a line using the new errors as a weight, then we finally obtain a value of −2.5 ± 0.9 μGal yr −1 as our best estimate for the secular gravity rate at Ny-Ålesund. Fig. 2 shows the AG data and the best fitting line taking these errors into account.
Analysis of the SL changes
Data and analysis
To obtain a spatial field of SL changes to be used in the computation of the attraction and loading effects due to the SL changes, we have analysed the data at 12 tide gauge stations in the northern Atlantic Ocean and the seas of the polar region located at more than 60 • N in latitude. Data used here are the monthly data archived at the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL) of Proudman Oceanographic Laboratory of United Kingdom (http://www.pol.ac. uk/psmsl/, Woodworth 1991; Woodworth et al. 1999) . Table 4 shows the tide gauge stations used in this study. Except for Jan-Mayen, data more than 20 yr in length are available for these stations. Although the data length of Jan-Mayen is short (i.e. 11 yr), we included it in our analysis, because it is located at almost the centre of the Greenland Figure 2 . Plot of the absolute gravity values shown in Table 2 and the best fitted line. Sea, and it is useful to see the behaviour of the SL changes at the middle of the related oceans. The local air pressure changes were corrected by assuming the inverted barometer (IB) response of the ocean to the air pressure changes (i.e. −10.0 mm hPa −1 ). For the correction, we used the monthly grid-point data called 'Grid-Point Pressure Data for the Northern Hemisphere', which are provided by the Climate Research Unit of University East Anglia of United Kingdom (http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru, Basnett & Parker 1997) . The resolution of the data is 10 • and 5 • in longitude and in latitude, respectively. The pressure changes at each tide gauge station were spatially interpolated from the grid data. To assess the quality of interpolated data, we compared the time-series data interpolated at Ny-Ålesund with the actual observational data for the period of 1998-2001. The regression coefficient between the two data sets is 0.846 ± 0.039 and the standard deviation of the differences between the two data sets is 2.0 hPa. The value of 2.0 hPa corresponds to about 10 per cent of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the observed pressure changes during the 4 yr.
The SL data corrected for the air pressure changes were decomposed into four terms (i.e. the constant, linear, annual and semiannual terms) by means of a least squares method. Table 3 shows the analysis results. In the archives of the PSMSL, the two tide gauge stations available in Svalbard are Ny-Ålesund and Barentsburg, which is located about 90 km south of Ny-Ålesund. As shown by the four terms in Table 3 , these two stations give very consistent SL changes, suggesting a homogenous change in SL around the western Svalbard.
Time dependence of the estimated secular SL rate
The estimated linear rate of SL change depends on the length of tide gauge data used in the analysis and also on the analysis epoch. There are fluctuations of the tide gauge data due to the decadal seesawlike fluctuations in the weather system called the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (for example, Rodwell et al. 1999) . Plag & Tsimplis (1999) , who analysed many tide gauge data sets in the North Sea and Baltic Sea, pointed out the fluctuations related to NAO. Campbell & Nothnagel (2002) compared the European VLBI results including Ny-Ålesund with the mean SL from tide gauge data, and they also pointed out the effect of the decadal SL changes. (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) , the rates are estimated to be −18 ± 5 mm yr −1 and −11 ± 9 mm yr −1 at Ny-Ålesund and Barentsburg, which are three to five times larger than the rates of −3.5 mm yr −1 and −3.3 mm yr −1 shown in Table 3 .
Rate of PDIM
Temporal variations in glacier mass balance are regularly monitored at many places in the world, and the results are reported in several data books such as 'Glacier Mass Balance Bulletin' (GBB, World Glacier Monitoring Service 2001), 'Fluctuations of Glaciers' (FG, World Glacier Monitoring Service 1998) and 'World Glacier Inventory' (WGI, World Glacier Monitoring Service 1989). According to these data books, it is obvious that many of the glaciers in Europe are rapidly decreasing in volume. In Svalbard, four glaciers near Ny-Ålesund are regularly monitored: Austre Broggerbreen (78:30N and 11:50E), Midtre Lovenbreen (78:53N and 12:04E), Hansbreen (77:05N and 15:40E), and Kongsvergen (78:50N and 12:59E). Except for Hansbreen, which is located in the south of Spitsbergen, the other three glaciers are located within a distance of 3-17 km from Ny-Ålesund.
According to the figures shown in Vol. 6 of GBB, the glaciers in Svalbard are melting with a regular rate of −27 cm yr −1 to −43 cm yr −1 except for Kongsvergen. This glacier shows a large oscillation in mass balance of about 40 cm yr −1 in peak-to-peak amplitude with a period of about 6 yr since 1985 when the monitoring started. However, the rate over the period 1995-2000 that overlaps the period of our AG measurements is estimated to be about −33 cm yr −1 . If we take a simple mean over the four glaciers during the period of 1995-2000, we obtain a rate of −34 cm yr −1 .
Based on the data for the period of 1950-1988, Hagen & Liestol (1990) investigated the long-term glacier mass-balance of five glaciers in Svalbard. The rate of the mean mass balance over the five glaciers given in their Table 2 is −53 cm yr −1 , which is much higher than the above value. On the other hand, Dowell et al. (1997) , who studied the relation between the mass balance of circum-Arctic glaciers and recent climate change, also gives a high rate of −55 cm yr −1 as the averaged value over the three glaciers in Svalbard. For our analysis, we take the average of the above estimates, that is, −47 cm yr −1 , as the mean melting rate over the Svalbard Archipelago.
T H E O R E T I C A L M O D E L L I N G
Computation method of the elastic loading effects
Mass changes in the sea and on land affect the observed displacement and gravity changes through the deformation of the ground by loading effects (i.e. the effect of deformation and the change in the direct gravity attraction). According to Farrell (1972) we estimated the effects of SL variations and PDIM by convolving the changing mass with the loading Green's function defined at the solid surface (i.e. at the deformed surface) over the sea or land area considered.
The gravity Green's function consists of three terms:
(1) the direct gravity Newtonian attraction due to the loading mass,
(2) the effect of elastic deformation of the Earth in the vertical direction that is represented using load Love number h n and
(3) the effect of density changes inside the Earth that is represented using load Love number k n , where n is the order of the spherical harmonic decomposition of the load.
The order up to 10 000 was considered in our computation. The gravity observation made on land is affected by a free-air gravity change with a rate of about −0.3 μGal mm −1 . Our computation, which is made on the deformable solid surface, includes the free-air gravity effect through the h n term of the Green's function formalism. As described below, the same remark applies to the PGR loading computation, the only difference being in the rheology (elastic for the PDIM and SL changes, viscoelastic for the PGR).
Effect of SL changes
As suggested by many previous studies of the oceanic tidal loading effects, nearby seas within 20 • -30 • in loading distance make the dominant contribution to the convolution integral in the case of displacement and gravity (about 80-90 per cent of the total effect from summing over all the oceans on the Earth; see for example, Sato & Hanada 1984) . As a test to estimate the effect of SL changes, we computed the contributions of two coaxial circular sea areas of 0 • to 6 • and 6 • to 20 • in angular distance measured from Ny-Ålesund. We used the weighted means shown in Table 3 of the two stations Ny-Ålesund and Barentsburg for the inner coaxial circular region and those of the remaining 10 stations for the outer coaxial region. In the computation, both the altitude of the observation station and each loading mass are taken into account. The effect of the finite area of each grid mesh (see Farrell 1973) was also considered by applying a formula obtained by analytically integrating the Green's function in the convolution, which was approximated with a second-order polynomial over the rectangular sea mesh (Sato & Hanada 1984) .
The Ny-Ålesund site is close to the coast of Kings Bays (see Fig. 1c ) and is located at the edge of a steep slope of about 40 m in altitude. This causes the convolution result to be sensitive to the accuracy of the topographic maps used for the land-sea mask, especially for the attraction part of the gravity effect (see Sato et al. 2001a Sato et al. , 2003 . Thus, to represent precisely the coastal topography in the vicinity of the observation site, a fine grid of 5.0 by 7.5 in latitude and longitude was used for the area of 45 by 67.5 around the observation site and the remaining area shown in Fig. 1(b) was represented by using the grid of 1.0 by 2.5 in size. Outside of this area, we used two different kinds of grids, that is, 5 by 5 and 1.25 • by 1.25 • for the areas within less than 30 • and greater than 30 • , respectively. Table 5 shows the computation results obtained using the Green's function for the PREM earth model (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981) . In this study, we only considered the sea region within 20 • in angular distance from Ny-Ålesund. If we assume a secular rate of 1.7 mm yr −1 (see Section 2.2) for all the remaining sea regions in the world, for the gravity, the contribution at Ny-Ålesund from the remaining seas is estimated to be about 0.04 μGal yr −1 (i.e. sense of the increasing of the gravity), where the gravity contribution is relatively large compared with other components.
Effect of PDIM
The computation method is similar to that used for the SL changes described in Section 3.1, although, of course, the masking of the sea and land is opposite. The parameters considered here are the following:
(1) the mean melting rate of the glaciers, (2) the 3-D location and area of glaciers, (3) the thickness of the glaciers and (4) the density of ice.
For (1), we used −47 cm yr −1 as explained in Section 2.5. For (2) and (3), we used a similar model to that proposed by Hagedoorn & Wolf (2003) who represented the 3-D distribution of the 16 major glaciers in the four main islands of Svalbard Archipelago with coaxial elliptical cylinders (SVAL model). We adjusted the total area of each glacier model to that given in WGI-1998. For (4), we used the value of 1000 kg m −3 , because the magnitude of ice mass balance is usually represented by a change of the equivalent water mass.
The computation especially for the direct gravitational attraction is sensitive to the location of the ice block relative to the position of the gravimeter. In order to keep computational accuracy, each of the elliptic glacier models was divided into 100 coaxial elliptical cylinders in the radial direction and each of these subcoaxial cylinders was divided into 100 blocks in the tangential direction. Related to the computation of gravity, it is evident that the area around the main base of Ny-Ålesund including the Ny-Ålesund Geodetic Observatory has not been covered with glacier during the past few decades, so we do not need to consider the effect of the Bouguer contribution from the underlying ice (Wahr et al. 1995) . In the computation, we assumed that there are no glaciers within a small circular area of 1.5 arcmin in radius centred at the gravity station. Results obtained using the Green's function for PREM earth model (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981) lead to 0.05 mm yr −1 , −0.83 mm yr −1 , and 2.04 mm yr −1 for the NS, EW and vertical displacements and to −0.53 μGal yr −1 for the gravity. For a check, we computed the gravity change using a Green's function only including the h n , term, and we obtained a value of −0.628 μGal yr −1 that is close to −0.612 μGal yr −1 estimated from the deformation rate of 2.04 mm yr −1 shown above and a free-air gradient of −0.3 μgal mm −1 . James & Ivins (1998) estimated the displacement and gravity changes in Antarctica driven by both the effects of past and present-day ice changes, and they give a ratio of −0.27 μGal mm −1 for the elastic response of the earth to PDIM basing on the similar Green's function formalism as here and the 1066B earth model of Gilbert & Dziewonski (1975) . Our value is −0.26 μGal mm −1 (i.e. −0.53/2.04), which is similar in magnitude to their value, even though the spatial extent and the scale of ice sheets used in the respective computations are different. Figure 4 . Extent and ice history of the three ice models in the Fennoscandian, Barents sea and Kara sea ice sheets, which were used for the sensitivity test. From the left, the ANU (Lambeck 1995) , ARC3 (Lambeck et al. 1990 ) and ICE-3G (Tushingham & Peltier 1991 ) models are shown. Top: in the last glacial maximum (LGM) approximately 22 000 yr BP. Bottom: in 12 000 yr BP.
Effects of PGR
Model and computation method
Based on three ice models, we have tested the sensitivity of our computation results to different ice models and upper mantle viscosity values. We tested three global ice models:
(1) a model called ARC3+ANT4 described in the paper by Nakada & Okuno (2003) , which is a model based on Nakada & Lambeck (1988 and Lambeck et al. (1990) ,
(2) a model that combines model ANT4 and an ice model called here ANU, which is similar to the minimum ice model proposed by Lambeck (1995) and
(3) ICE-3G (Tushingham & Peltier 1991 ). Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the extent of ice in the North Europe, Siberia and Arctic regions at two epochs of the last glacial maximum (LGM), approximately 22 000 yr BP, and 12 000 yr BP. ARC3 includes all three of the Fennoscandian, Barents Sea and Kara Sea ice sheets. ICE-3G is a model modified from the prior model called ICE-2 (Wu & Peltier 1983 ) by adding the Barents Sea ice sheet, so that it can explain the history of the relative SL changes observed in Spitsbergen. This model is not so different from ARC3 in its spatial extent at LGM, but the history of ice melting is different. On the other hand, the melting history of the ANU model is quite different from that of the two other models. Thus, most of the ice sheets except for the Fennoscandian ice sheet have melted at 12 000 yr BP.
Our method of the PGR computation is similar to that described in Mitrovica & Peltier (1989) , Mitrovica et al. (1994a) and James & Ivins (1998) . We integrated the convolution of a viscoelastic Green's function defined at the Earth's perturbed surface and the past ice mass over its history of melting and the Earth's whole surface. We assumed here that the direct attraction term caused by the past ice mass is zero at the present. In a similar way to that described by Peltier (1974) , the Green's function for a Maxwell earth model was computed using the viscoelastic load Love numbers extended from those for the elastic earth using the correspondence principle. Thus our computation results for gravity include the effect of the free-air contribution. On the timescale of PGR, the melting of the glaciers also affects the history of global SL change and these changes contribute to the history of PGR by changing the oceanic mass load on the Earth. The resultant eustatic SL rise is estimated to be as much as 120 m at most (for example, Nakada & Lambeck 1988) . In this paper, we used a model for the history of SL changes that was proposed by Milne et al. (1999) . The details of our computation method are described in Okuno & Nakada (2002) .
The elastic structure and density profile inside the Earth are taken from the PREM model (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981) . We computed the deformations and gravity changes up to the degree 180 in terms of spherical harmonics. For the Earth's viscosity model, referring to the studies by Nakada & Lambeck (1988) , Okuno & Nakada (1999 , 2001 , 2002 , and Nakada & Okuno (2003) , we used 5 × 10 20 Pa s and 1 × 10 22 Pa s for the upper and lower mantle viscosities and 100 km for the lithospheric thickness as our base model for the computation of the PGR effect.
Computation results
Related to the PGR problem in the western Svalbard, referred to Maher et al. (1997) , Kaufmann & Wu (1998) pointed out the possibility that a transition in the viscosity structure occurs in the direction from the Greenland deep-ocean basin to the shallow Barents Sea continental shelf. To examine the effect of uncertainty in the upper mantle viscosity, we have made a test by changing the upper mantle viscosity within the range 1 × 10 20 Pa s and 1 × 10 21 Pa s. In these tests, the lithosphere thickness and the lower mantle viscosity were fixed to 100 km and 1 × 10 22 Pa s. Fig. 5 shows the results of the sensitivity test.
To examine the error in the computation of PGR effect, we compared our results with those of James & Lambert (1993) and Scherneck et al. (2002) . Table 6 shows the comparison based on the ICE-3G model. The structural parameters used in each computation are also shown in Table 6 . For the vertical component, our value is almost the same as that obtained by Scherneck et al. (2002) , while our horizontal rates are close to rates of James & Lambert (1993) . Thus, we may say that the computation error itself is less than 1 mm yr −1 for both the horizontal and vertical components when the computation is carried out using similar structural parameters and ice model. However, a point to be noted in Table 6 is that if we assume a 20 per cent larger value for the thickness (120 km), the vertical rate is reduced by about 40 per cent compared with the rate estimated using 100 km, but the EW component rate at Ny-Ålesund is less sensitive to a change in lithosphere thickness within the range tested here.
As another check, we also compared our computation with the study by Wahr et al. (1995) . These authors give a coefficient of 6.5 mm μGal −1 , which represents the ratio of the viscous displacement to the viscous gravity change due to the effect of mass redistribution in the mantle. When we take into account the freeair gravity gradient, the coefficient of 6.5 mm μGal −1 leads to a value of −0.146 μGal mm −1 (i.e. −0.3+1/6.5). If we take a mean value over two ice models (ARC3+ANT4 and for ICE-3G) and ten values of the upper mantle viscosities shown in Fig. 5 , we obtain 1.50 mm yr −1 and −0.22 μGal yr −1 for the vertical displacement and gravity rates, respectively, leading to a mean value of −0.147 μGal mm −1 , which is fully consistent with the value shown above. Table 7 provides a summary of our comparison between the observed rates and the model computations. In this table, the scale rate error described in Section 2.1.2 is taken into account in the vertical rates from the GPS measurements.
D I S C U S S I O N
Effect of SL changes
The estimated secular rate of the SL changes depends on the data length and the epoch of analysis as described in Section 2.4.2 The rate of the Ny-Alesund tide gauge data for the recent 5 yr is about −18 mm yr −1 and it is about 5 times larger than the mean rate estimated from the 25 yr. Instead of −3.4 mm yr −1 used in Table 5 , if we apply −15 mm yr −1 (i.e. mean of −18 mm yr −1 for Ny-Alesund and −11 mm yr −1 for Barentsburg) to the inner circular area of 6 • in radius, we obtain 0.48 mm yr −1 for the vertical displacement and −0.08 μGal yr −1 for the gravity.
Another possible error source is an error due to the steric changes in the SL (i.e. SL change due to the sea surface temperature and the density of sea water). Therefore, the values shown in Table 5 may correspond to a maximum estimation. Sato et al. (2001b) estimated the effect of the annual sea surface height variability on superconducting gravity measurements, and they pointed out that ignoring the steric effect may cause an error of about 20-30 per cent in the estimation of the effect of sea surface height variations. However, all of our AG measurements were carried out in the same season (July-August) and therefore we can expect that any annual variations are substantially reduced. Compared to the gravity rate of −2.5 μGal yr −1 , the rate corrected for the effect of annual SL change shown in Table 7 differs only by 0.1 μGal yr −1 . It corresponds to an error of 30 per cent in the estimation of the annual SL change and it can be safely ignored. Table 7 and the error investigations mentioned above indicate that the effect of the SL changes with timescale of several decades around western Svalbard can be excluded as the major source of the discrepancy between the observed secular rates and the predictions.
Effect of PGR
Sensitivity of the horizontal components
As shown in Fig. 5 , for the horizontal components at Ny-Ålesund, the two ice models (ARC3+ANT4 and ICE-3G) give a similar rate for Figure 5 . Sensitivity test of the computed PGR rates to the upper mantle viscosity. This figure shows the computation results obtained by assuming 1 × 10 22 Pa s and 100 km for the lower mantle viscosity and the thickness of the lithosphere. The symbols are: filled circle, the ice model ARC3+ANT4 (Nakada & Lambeck 1988 Lambeck et al. 1990 ); open circle, ANU+ANT4 referred to Nakada & Lambeck (1989) and Lambeck (1995) ; and inverted triangle, ICE-3G (Tushingham & Peltier 1991) . both components of NS and EW components. However, compared to the two other models, the ANU model, which is a small ice model with a rapid melting history, shows a small horizontal rate in both components. Based on two different ice models of ICE-1 (Peltier & Andrews 1976 ) and ICE-3G, Mitrovica et al. (1994b) carried out a similar test. They assumed 120 km, 1 × 10 21 Pa s and 2 × 10 21 Pa s for the lithosphere thickness, the upper mantle and the lower mantle viscosities, respectively. According to their Fig. 5 for ICE-1 (a small ice model), the horizontal displacement rate around Ny-Ålesund is less than 0.8 mm yr −1 and 285 degrees in amplitude and azimuth angle measured from the north clockwise (i.e. less than 0.07 mm yr −1 and −0.8 mm yr −1 in terms of the displacement rates in the NS and EW directions, respectively). On the other hand, their Fig. 3 for ICE-3G (a large ice model) indicates that the displacement rate at the same position is about 1.5 mm yr −1 and 302 degrees (i.e. 0.8 mm yr −1 and −1.3 mm yr −1 for the NS and EW directions, respectively). Therefore, we may say that a small ice model such as ICE-1 or ANU gives a small horizontal rate at Ny-Ålesund. For the mantle viscosity in Svalbard Kaufmann & Wu (1998) examined the effect of lateral asthenospheric viscosity variations in the Barents Sea continental shelf by applying a finite element method. They tested an asthenospheric model where viscosity increases from 10 18 Pa s to 10 21 Pa s towards the Eurasian continent. The lower mantle viscosity is fixed to 1 × 10 21 Pa s in their computation. They obtained a horizontal rate of 0.8 mm yr −1 in the northwest direction in northwest Svalbard. If we assume 2 × 10 20 Pa s for the upper mantle viscosity that is lower than the nominal value of 5 × 10 20 Pa s, we obtain a rate of 1.6 mm yr −1 and 221 • and 0.65 mm yr −1 and 89 • in the amplitude and the azimuth angle for ARC3+ANT4 and ICE-3G, respectively. However, a similar small rate is obtained from the ANU model, even though we assume the nominal upper mantle viscosity value.
The sensitivity tests indicate that the horizontal displacement rates are sensitive to both the ice model and the viscosity of upper mantle. If we adjust the elastic rates to the observation mean values shown in Table 7 , the expected viscous rates are estimated to be the order of −0.2 ± 0.4 mm yr −1 and −1.0 ± 0.4 mm yr −1 for the NS and EW components, respectively. Therefore, a small PGR rate obtained from the ANU model with the nominal upper mantle viscosity value (i.e. 5 × 10 20 Pa s) is not so different from the expected PGR rates in both the NS and EW components. On the other hand, if we take the large horizontal rates obtained from ARC3+ANT4 or ICE-3G, we must invoke another explanation. This will be discussed again in Section 4.2.3.
Sensitivity of the vertical components
For the vertical components, it is noticeable that any of three ice models compared here give a similar rate of 1.2-1.9 mm yr −1 and −0.3 μGal yr −1 with the nominal upper mantle viscosity value assumed in this study, although the three ice models differ in the spatial extent of the ice sheet and melting history.
By comparing the estimated elastic rates to the observed rates (i.e. a mean uplift rate of 5.2 mm yr −1 and a gravity rate of −2.5 μGal yr −1 ) shown in Table 7 , viscous rates for the vertical components are estimated to be on the order of 3 mm yr −1 and −1.9 μGal yr −1 . For both components, the computed vertical PGR rates are smaller than these expected values, even though we adopt a low upper mantle viscosity model or a small ice model, which can partly explain the discrepancy between the observed horizontal rates and the predicted ones.
A possible explanation
As described in the previous section, it is difficult to explain the observed high vertical rates by only the PGR effect. For the uplift rate in Svalbard, geological studies based on raised shore deposit give slightly larger contributions than the PGR effect shown in Table 7 ; for example, 3.3 mm yr −1 at Kvadehuksletta west of Ny-Ålesund (Hjelle 1993 ) and 2.8 mm yr −1 at Recherche Fjord south of Ny-Ålesund (Salvigsen 1976; Salvigsen et al. 1991) . According to Fig. 6 of Lambeck (1996) , southwestern Spitsbergen also suggests a higher uplift rate of about 3.1 mm yr −1 as a mean rate for the past 3000 yr. As pointed out by Blythe & Kleinspehn (1998) , Hooke & Elverhoi (1996) and Fiedler & Faleide (1996) , there is a possibility that massive erosion of Svalbard led to a mass redistribution that might enhance the PGR effects. The mean of these geological rates is 3.1 mm yr −1 . Adding this value to the predicted PDIM rate of 2.04 mm yr −1 for the nominal melting rate of −47 cm yr −1 gives a uplift rate of 5.1 mm yr −1 that is consistent with the observed rate of 5.2 ± 0.6 mm yr −1 shown in Table 7 . For the gravity, if we apply the coefficient −0.15 μGal mm −1 derived from Wahr et al. (1995) to 3.1 mm yr −1 , we obtain −0.47 μGal yr −1 . Using this value and the sum of the nominal SL and PDIM rates of −0.57 μGal yr −1 leads to a total rate of −1.04 μGal yr −1 that is slightly larger than the total model rate (−0.86 μGal yr −1 ) shown in Table 7 , although we must carefully examine the applicability of the rate of −0.15 μGal mm −1 to a problem including mass redistribution due to erosion.
The effect of PDIM is another candidate to explain the remaining discrepancy. Fig. 6 shows the variation in the estimated PDIM effects due to changing the rate of ice melting. To evaluate the agreement of model rates with observed rates, we plotted in Fig. 7 the gravity rates versus the corresponding vertical rates. Both PGR and PDIM model lines are shown in the plot. The slopes of these lines are −0.15 μGal mm −1 for PGR and −0.26 μGal mm −1 for PDIM, respectively. Here, the rate of −0.26 μGal mm −1 is the mean ratio of the gravity and displacement rates shown in Fig. 6 . The crossing point of the PDIM and PGR model lines corresponds to the nominal ice melting rate of −47 cm yr −1 and upper mantle viscosity of 5 × 10 20 Pa s. As seen in Fig. 7 , given the linear sensitivity shown in Fig. 6 of the PDIM model to ice melting rate, a clear way of improving the agreement between observed uplift rate and models is to increase the PDIM rate. Thus, we can explain most of the remaining discrepancy between the observed uplift rate and the expected PGR rate by assuming a larger melting rate of 70-80 cm yr −1 than that assumed in this study. However, even if we assume this large PDIM rate, the expected sum of gravity rate is estimated to be at −1.19 μGal yr −1 (i.e. sum of −0.04, −0.84 and −0.31 for the SL, PDIM and PGR effects), which is similar in magnitude to the value derived from the geological uplift rate mentioned above and is still about 1.6 times smaller than the observed rate.
As described above, the observed uplift rate may be explained from either the enhanced PGR rate or a larger PDIM rate or as an effect combining these two contributions. The horizontal rate may help to constrain our discussion. For example, for the EW component, which is sensitive to both the ice model and the upper mantle viscosity, the elastic loading effect is estimated to be −1.03 mm yr −1 , if we assume the PDIM rate of −75 cm yr −1 . By subtracting this value from the observed rate (i.e. −1.8 mm yr −1 ), we obtain −0.77 mm yr −1 . Therefore, if we adopt our preferred value of 5 × 10 20 Pa s for the upper mantle, we see that this value is close to −0.71 mm yr −1 that was obtained from a small ice model such as ANU+ANT4, although, as shown in Fig. 5 , a large ice model can also take a small PGR rate of this order, if the upper mantle Table 7 ). The filled star shows the position assuming a PDIM rate of −75 cm yr −1 and the nominal PGR rate. The open square with a cross mark shows the position assuming the nominal PDIM rate shown in Table 7 and a geological rate of 3.1 mm yr −1 and −0.47 μGal yr −1 as the corresponding PGR rate described in Section 4.2.3. viscosity beneath the western Svalbard is 1 × 10 20 Pa s to 2 × 10 20 Pa. s. On this point, the NS component shows a tendency similar to the EW component. The PDIM rate of −75 cm yr −1 gives an elastic NS displacement rate of 0.08 mm yr −1 , and it leads to a viscous rate of −0.18 mm yr −1 (i.e. −0.1-0.08), which is close to the viscous rate of 0.53 mm yr −1 estimated from the small ice model rather than 1.16 mm yr −1 to 1.30 mm yr −1 estimated from the large ice models (see Table 7 ).
On the other hand, it is difficult to explain the observed high gravity rate by the three effects considered here including the enhanced geological rate mentioned above. In contrast to the gravity component, the reliability of the observed uplift rate is considered to be high, because the three different kinds of observation methods that are compared here, that is, VLBI, GPS (including the campaign data that cover more large area than that of the continuous observations) and tide gauge, give similar rates within their observation errors. In this context, a problem in our discussion is the observation error of the AG observations and the inferred gravity rate. As shown in Fig. 2 and described in Section 2.3.2, the error of AG measurements, which is the standard deviation of the hourly values during the observation period (usually a few days), is still large and, in addition, the measurements may suffer from systematic errors due to differences in the instruments that were used as shown for instance during intercomparison campaigns at BIPM (Robertsson et al. 2001; Vitushkin et al. 2002) . Therefore, more data points spanning a longer time period are needed in order to improve the reliability of the observed gravity rate and to tighten our discussion.
Due to both the observation errors and the ambiguity of the model predictions, it is not easy to conclude definitively whether a small ice model or a lower upper mantle viscosity better explains our geodetic data. A more careful examination may be required for the PGR effect, because, as we can see in Table 6 , there is a trade-off between the magnitude of upper mantle viscosity and the thickness of lithosphere especially in the vertical displacement. In order to constrain the model computations more tightly, we need to increase the computation accuracy of the PGR effect. For the case of Svalbard, whose location is considered to be at an edge of the past ice sheet and which is an island, computation using a Green's function with much higher degree viscoelastic Love numbers (up to degree 1000 in a spherical harmonic decomposition) may be worthwhile to check the problem of the trade-off, but this is beyond the scope of the present study. However, we can at least say that increasing the accuracy of the PDIM computation and combining in the discussion the horizontal and vertical components are important to tighten the discussion of the PGR problem in Svalbard. The use of altimetry data from ICESat (Zwally et al. 2002 , http://icesat.gsfc.nasa.gov) may help to improve the estimation accuracy of the PDIM effect.
Finally, for the displacement field in Europe, Marotta et al. (2004) recently discussed the combined effect of GIA (glacial isostatic adjustment) and tectonics on the displacement rates obtained from the dense GPS network in the central and northern Europe, in the region between 40 and 58 degrees in latitude. They claimed that the effect of tectonic deformations induced by the plate motion could not be ignored to explain the observation results for many European sites. However, according to their figures, in western Svalbard, the GIA effect is much more dominant than the tectonic effect.
C O N C L U S I O N S
The primary motivation of this study was to look for the origin of the difference in the uplift rates between the observations and those proposed in previous PGR studies. In addition, we tried also to explain complementary observations namely the horizontal displacement rates (GPS, VLBI) as well as the gravity rate (AG). We have investigated the following three effects: (1) SL change, (2) PDIM in Svalbard and (3) long-term regional displacement including the PGR effect.
For (1), the effect of SL change with a timescale of a few decades can be safely neglected as being the major origin of the discrepancy.
For (2), the effect of PDIM cannot be ignored in explaining consistently the mutual relations among the computed PGR effects and the observed secular rates for both the displacement and gravity. Our comparison between observed and predicted rates indicates that there is a possibility that the PDIM melting rate in Svalbard is more than 50 per cent larger than the rate of −47 cm yr −1 , which is the mean of glaciology-derived values over the Svalbard Archipelago. Such a melting rate would make it possible to explain the observed uplift seen by GPS and VLBI; however, the induced gravity rate would be too small (by roughly a factor 2) to be in agreement with the observed rate from absolute gravimetry. The geodetic measurements carried out at Ny-Ålesund are hence important to constrain not only the PGR rate but also the PDIM rate in Svalbard.
For (3), a rate of 3 mm yr −1 suggested from the geological data (i.e. mainly the shore line deposit data) can also reduce the discrepancy between the observed and the predicted vertical displacement rates. We have tested the sensitivity of the estimated PGR effects to the ice model and to the Earth's viscous parameters. The test indicates that the computation results for Ny-Ålesund are sensitive to both the differences in the past ice models and the shallow viscous structure. In order to constrain the viscous structure, it is necessary to increase both the accuracies of the geodetic observations and the model predictions including the effect of PDIM.
